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Why porcelain tiles?
Simple to install

Non-slip, frost-resistant 
Mould and algae resistant

No maintenance, easy cleaning
Resistant to abrasion, marking and scratching

Precision manufactured for accurate installation
Tougher than timber, stronger than stone

Double depth tiles for exceptional strength
Matching internal tiles across the range

Multiple tile sizes available
Colours that never fade

Maintenance free floors



Made for outdoors
Tougher than timber and stronger than stone, 20mm 
porcelain tiles will not fade or change colour even 
after years of direct sunlight. Specialist variations on 
the standard tiles also provide steps, coping stones 
and pool drainage surrounds.



Why Alfresco Floors?
Over 20 years experience in  

exterior landscaping nationwide

Full turnkey design and  
installation services available

Over 50 different designs in our exclusive 
range of 20mm porcelain tiles

Six different tile sizes for maximum 
flexibility and variety

Matching interior tiles for seamless 
internal/external projects

We know flooring, inside out



Metro range

Geo range

Astor

Ellsworth

Lister

Fresno

Hampton

600 × 600

600 × 600
900 × 900
600 × 1200
(*600 × 600 only)

600 × 600

600 × 600
600 × 1200
(*600 × 600 only)

600 × 600, 450 × 900, (*450 × 900 only)
arctic

alsek

entoto

elgon elkhorn

erebus eiger

araveli

anvil

harper

lola

falla

freel finley

fisher

laramie lyell

hewson huggins huxley

amaro albula

feathertop

All tile sizes shown in mm
Colours subject to printing limitations 

All tile sizes shown in mm
Colours subject to printing limitations 



Organic range (continued)

Organic range

Geo range (continued)

Sayan

Cederberg

Gardner

Kendrick

Jura

Index

Douglas

600 × 600
600 × 900

600 × 600

600 × 600
400 × 1200

600 × 600
300 × 1200

600 × 600
400 × 1200

600 × 600
400 × 1200

600 × 600
300 × 1200

snowy

jarvis

igman

darby darwin dawson

iceberg

jackson

shaan sutton crary

cascade

grafton

karina

grogan

keira

garnet

kelly

carmel cathkin

All tile sizes shown in mm
Colours subject to printing limitations 

All tile sizes shown in mm
Colours subject to printing limitations 



Super strong surfaces, 
that tread lightly...
The ecological advantages that Alfresco exterior 
porcelain offers over hardwood timber decking are 
obvious, but the sustainability story goes deeper 
than that. Alfresco Floors’ tiles contain up to 70% 
recycled raw materials and everything is 100% 
reusable, once it finally reaches the end of its 
50+ years lifespan (a lifespan which is effectively 
maintenance free, compared to the enormous 
ongoing costs of other exterior surfaces).

Taking into account the price of materials, the 
complexity of installation, and the legacy implications 
for maintenance – exterior porcelain floors cost 
about one third less than hardwood timber decking, 
and have a far better ecological profile.



Alfresco Floors and 
Buzon pedestals
The perfect product for traditional mortar-bedded projects, 
these double-depth, double-strength 20mm tiles have 
also been specifically developed for installation on height 
adjustable pedestals. 

Using this technique they require no complex substrate, 
no adhesive bedding material, no time consuming grout, 
and can be laid using nothing more complex than a simple 
spirit level. This fast, efficient, rock-solid and millimetre 
accurate raised floor system is perfect for covering large 
areas at maximum speed – and can even be installed  
as a DIY project. 

The resulting floors are flexible enough that any tile can  
be quickly removed to gain access to pipes, cables or 
drain covers hidden underneath.



AirScape®
A convenient combination kit of market 
leading products, AirScape® is the turnkey 
solution for new build or refurbished balconies 
and roof terraces. Super strong Alfresco 
Floors 20mm porcelain tiles on Buzon height 
adjustable and self-levelling pedestals (with 
optional acoustic AirScape® pads) provide a 
‘one stop shop’ alternative to specifying and 
sourcing multiple components.

Strong enough to lay 
directly onto gravel

Most precise product 
on the market
Our 20mm range is specifically designed 
for external use. Their superior strength plus 
consistent depth makes them the premium 
choice for architects and designers alike.



Why choose our tiles?

Fine tolerances for accurate installations
Dimensional accuracy – EN ISO 10545-2
Thickness –  EN ISO 10545-2
Straightness of Sides –  EN ISO 10545-2
Rectangularity –  EN ISO 10545-2
Surface Flatness –  EN ISO 10545-2

Water resistant
Frost resistant
Thermal expansion resistant
Thermal contraction resistant
Thermal shock resistant
Flex resistant
Impact resistant
Scratch resistant
Abrasion resistant
Chemical spill resistant
Stain resistant
Mould and algae resistant
Fade-proof
Fire-proof 
No sealing, easy cleaning
More sustainable than timber
Stronger than stone

It is big, and it is clever...


